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POLAND

1. General remarks

Starting from 1997, the main tasks of The State Committee for Scientific Research (SCfSR) have been
directed towards:

− Assistance for the education sector.

− Improving innovation policy.

− Strengthening international research collaboration.

All of these intentions are limited by rather moderate national budget support. One can’t therefore expect
too much change of the system.

A process of amendments of principal legal acts, governing Polish R&D area, is under way right now. Two
of these: The Act on the State Committee for Scientific Research and The Act on Research and
Development Institutions (Units) have been approved by the Council of Ministers and have already been
presented to Parliament. The third one: The Law on Higher Education, which should replace: The Act on
Higher Education and The Act on Schools of Higher Vocational Education, is at the final stage of
discussion by the academic community, and will probably be presented to the Council of Ministers within
two or three months.

Finally, a new government document entitled “Directions of National Innovation Policy till 2002” was
adopted by the Council of Ministers on 6 December 1999. The previous one, from 22 November 1994 has
thus been replaced.

2. Policies related to the recommendations of the TPJ report

2.1 Reforms to and support of the science base

The new project on The Law on Higher Education does not introduce revolutionary changes related to
scientific research in universities or other higher education institutions. The government bill from
12 September 1990 indicates that these keep full autonomy in teaching and the science area. They are also
fully independent in the economical sphere. Any form of collaboration between universities and
enterprises, private or state-controlled is thus possible. The real problem arises from the very limited
market demand for the research results. The same problem can be observed for other state-controlled
research institutions. At the same time, several actions are undertaken by research institutions, such as the
creation of technological parks, formation of centres for technology transfer, but these have not led to very
exciting results until now.
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Following the recommendation of the OECD mission, five centres of excellencies were created last year.
They cover quite a broad area of research problems (biology, chemistry, basic technological problems,
bioengineering, medicine), and geographical locations (Poznan, Krakow, Warsaw), but it is impossible to
evaluate the results of their activities at the present stage.

Beginning from 2000, a new method of budget allocated for so-called statutory funding of state-controlled
research institutions, is being implemented by the SCfSR. In principle it is based on five parameters: a) the
relative number of publications recorded in the ISI Citation Index; b) the relative number of patent
notifications; c) number of implemented projects; d) a cost factor for the relevant discipline, and e) number
of researchers involved in statutory research activities. It should raise the effectiveness of budget spending.

The second modification is included in the project of the new Act on the State Committee for Scientific
Research. On this base, the principle of fiscal equity will be implemented in the whole research area. Any
research institution, including private ones representing the necessary scientific potential, will be
authorised for any kind of funding from the state budget.

2.3 Incentives and support for R&D

According to the “Directions of National Innovation Policy till 2002”a tax exemption, currently available
for tax-papers whose main statutory aim is to carry out scientific and scientific-technological activities,
with the exception of state-owned enterprises, co-operatives and companies, will be maintained. This is an
exception from the more restrictive tax regulation which was implemented at 1st January 2000.

A growing share of the state budget is planned for direct support to R&D projects. The preliminary state
budget on science until the year 2002 will be fixed in government documents currently under preparation,
entitled “Directions of the government’s scientific and technological policy” and “The long-term
programme for the development of science, 2000-2010”.

As mentioned before, following the adoption of the modified Act on the State Committee for Scientific
Research, public/private partnerships will receive a much better fiscal treatment (fiscal equity conditions).
Also, an increasing amount of funds is available for specially directed projects, such as special-purpose
grants, special-purpose contract grants, strategic government programmes or multi-annual programmes,
with improved granting rules and procedures (in order to ensure the application of the research findings in
practice) and better procedures to supervise and monitor the implementation of such projects or
programmes. This should raise competitiveness and effectiveness of budget spending.

2.4. Technology diffusion and networking

The main programme for commercialisation and technology diffusion from the R&D sector is based on a
special type of grants funded by SCfSR – the so called special purpose grants. This is supplemented with
grants offered by the Agency for Techniques and Technology (ATT), which forms a bridge between
SCfSR and the Ministry of Economy. Based on budget resources (that are limited) ATT co-finances
implementation projects and the purchase of the results of research and development as well as patents and
licences for SMEs.

2.5. Technology-based firms and new growth areas

Only few of such firms exist until now. Most of these emerged as spin-offs from technical universities, all
represent the highest level of technologies, ranging from very specific mechanical technologies to
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information technologies (specialised computer production). Due to the fiscal policy will planned for 2000,
these firms can not expect many incentives. Probably the only, in the near future, will be a streamlining of
procedures leading to warranties and guarantees for the repayment of bank credits from the state-budget
funds and the accelerated depreciation of fixed assets. To some extent they can also limited co-financing,
from the ATT and implementation projects.

2.6. Labour-related measures

From the legislative point of view, a change in the status of scientific personnel is not needed. Recent
regulation, as well as those expected in recently amended laws, do not impede the mobility of researchers.
The problem of mobility is directly limited to the level of wages.

2.7. Globalisation

As mentioned previously, special attention will be given to international collaboration in the R&D sector.
This is why SCfSR decided to establish a system where the science-budget funds will be made available to
all R&D units and science-sector support services that joint the EU Fifth Framework Programme for
Research, Technological Development and Demonstration, and that are involved in the implementation of
the tasks defined in this programme.

2.8. Summary

Polish science, technology transfer and innovation policy measures are strongly effected by the current
economic situation. This implies a limited capacity for local investment and limited interest by foreign
investors for the use of the local scientific and technological research potential.


